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With Very Best Wishes for 2011 from the EOP 

Translations  in  German,  Italian,  Spanish,  English, Romanian,  Portuguese, Greek and  Russian 
available on line. 

1 . Cinema and Plurilingualism 
2 . Last updates of the website 
3 . European Year of Volunteering, the year for the EOP 
4 . Is English the modern Latin? 
5 . Research Centre of the EOP: Research seminars on plurilingualism 
6 . Announcements and publications  
7 . Reading again the former newsletters 

1) Cinema and Plurilingualism 

Linking cinema and plurilingualism is not restricted to dubbing or sub-titling, or even films shot in 
plurilingual contexts.  Cinema as well  as literature,  arts,  sports  contribute to the creation of the 
individual and collective imaginary.

The real  question is  the question of the cinematographic creation.  Through plurilingualism and 
translation, its corollary, what we are researching is mainly the vitality of cultures and languages. 
Speaking  languages,  translating  them,  teaching  them,  it  is  to  maintain  cultural  and  linguistic 
diversity. It is to ascertain the circulation of knowledge, ideas and imaginaries. In other words, it is 
to preserve the conditions for creativity.

This industry, which is the heart of cultural industries, the first economical sector in the United-
States  and  main  factor  of  their  cultural  influence,  a  privileged  tool  in  the  soft  power,  is 
overwhelmingly dominated by the United-States. In his book  Mainstream, which we reviewed in 
the Newsletter nº36, Frédéric Martel explains in 450 pages how the American producing companies 
and creation agencies managed to dominate the entire sector of the cinema and music industry, the 
television entertainment, the publishing world, the commercial drama, the amusement parks, video 
games and mangas. "The wonderful American machine to create images and dreams" would surge, 
like an irresistible wave, on our old Europe, shrivelled and curled up on an elitist conception of 
culture, divided up between countries unable to get over the obstacle of the language.

In confining us to the economy of cinema over the last twenty years or so, we wanted to check 
whether  this  overall  impression  was  corroborated  in  the  facts,  in  general  whether  we  were 
condemned psychologically and culturally or whether the writer on the contrary was not himself the 
victim of a lack of distance to the subject of his study. Paradoxically we are starting with a nearly 
absolute  domination of the  American cinema in  the  sixties  of  the last  century,  to  reach a  less 
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hegemonic situation  nowadays.  In  fact,  the  stranglehold is  weakening,  even if  we are  told the 
reverse. 

We exploited the statistics of the Centre National du Cinéma, selecting the period 1992 to 2008, an 
arbitrary choice of course, almost taken at random. Here are some figures:

From 1992 to 2008, the full-length films produced in Europe increased by 75%, from 489 to 809. 
The number of entrance tickets increased by 58%, from 587 to 925 millions. The part of European 
cinema calculated on the entrance tickets doubled, from 17% to 34%, the part of American cinema 
decreased from 73% to 64%. The part of the cinema from other parts of the world decreased, from 
10% to 2%, which is hardly significant.

Almost everywhere in Europe, the part of national cinema accounting on the number of entrance 
tickets increased. From 9.5% to 21% in Germany, from 8.2% to 31.1% in the United-Kingdom, 
from 34.9% to 45.3% in France, from 24.4% to 28.9% in Italy. Outside of Europe the part of films 
produced in Japan went from 45.1% to 59.5%.

In each of the national markets, the European cinema is also progressing, but in a less accentuated 
manner. In Germany, it  represents 16.9% of entrance tickets against 5.1% in 2005; in Italy, the 
variations are less significant and the figures are around 14% with a climax in 2003 with 19.3%; in 
Spain, the variations are important from one year to the next with 14.2% in 1995, 13.6% in 2008 
and a climax in 2005 with 20.63%; in France, they increased from 4.7% in 2005 to 9.6% in 2008.

Co-production is also progressing, but it is still very insufficient and varies a lot from one year to 
the next. In the French market, the progression has only been 24.98% between 1992 and 2008 for 
films  which  are  mainly  French  after  a  maximum  reached  in  2003.  Compared  to  1992,  the 
progression was then 90% and the French majority co-production films with a French initiative 
represented 42.6% of the total number of films with French initiative in 2003. The films in foreign 
co-production are progressing a lot between 1992 and 2008 (+41.9%), a trend which asserted itself 
in 2009 and 2010 (+87.1%). 

What  can  be  concluded  from  these  observations  is  that  the  straightening  of  cinematographic 
creation in Europe is a fact and the support policies to production and co-production, to distribution 
and exploitation have been fruitful, whether it is the European programs (Media for the European 
Union, Eurimages for the European Council, among others), or the national policies, the French 
plan of action being largely recognized by professionals as the most efficient among them all. 

This shows also all the legitimacy of the International Convention on the Protection and Promotion 
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions of 2005. Let's however underline that the policies, allowing 
new creators to enter the market, are not upsetting it, but on the contrary are ensuring the necessary 
vitality preventing its monopolisation by super-productions for the benefit of audiences who react 
positively,  progression of  entrance  tickets  are  one  proof,  and  on  the  duration  to  the  efforts  of 
regulation. 

We then have to keep on and accentuate the effort at the European level and mainly at the level of 
each country. During a recent audition at the European Parliament, Win Wenders, chairman of the 
European Academy of Cinema, underlined that if cinema reinvented the "American dream", it can 
also achieve the same miracle for the European imaginary.

3) Among the most recent updates of the website

• Gesucht für die Zukunft: Sprachkenntnisse!   
• Des langues pour gagner des marchés, enjeu économique, enjeu social   
• Convegno internazionale “Plurilinguismo e mondo del lavoro”   
• Bilingualer Geschichtsunterricht im internationalen Fokus   
• A plea for multilingualism among the children of immigration   
• Méditer la puissance infinie de nos langues (L'Humanité)   
• Früher Spracherwerb in der Migration (A. Leitner, A. Pinter)   



• La traduzione farmaceutica: fondamenti concettuali   
• Didaktik für eine gelebte Mehrsprachigkeit   
• Bilinguisme, plurilinguisme et petite enfance (F. Couëtoux-Jungman)   
• Kampf gegen Anglizismen: Ramsauer feiert sich als Sprachpfleger   
• Quelles langues pour quels savoirs ? (L'Archicube déc 2010)   
• Quand la langue tire la science ! (J-M Levy-leblond)   
• Sprachen – Sprechen – Schreiben. Blicke auf Mehrsprachigkeit   
• J'écris en présence de toutes les langues du monde   
• Mehrsprachigkeit: Herausforderung für Wissenschaft und Unterricht.   
• "Traduire", un film de Nurith Aviv   
• Les langues en entreprises: la combinaison gagnante   
• Von der Mehrsprachigkeit zur literarischen Kreativität   
• Great Britain: Modern languages: achievement and challenge 2007–2010   
• Mehrsprachigkeit aus der Perspektive zweier EU-Projekte   
• La Politique Linguistique de l'Etat de New York/The Language Policy of New York   
• Language diversity, endangerment, and public awareness   
• Förderung der deutschen Sprache - Acht Millionen Euro zusätzlich für...   
• En 2011, les noms de domaine parlent toutes les langues !   
• Ces écrivains dont le français n'est pas la langue maternelle (Rue 89)   
• Wer bei Siemens und SAP Deutsch lernt, ist zufriedener und arbeitet besser  
• Non-English Papers Dramatically Affect Rankings   
• L'apprentissage du français fait débat aux Etats-Unis   
• China strives for linguistic purity (The Age.com)   
• Deutsch hat Zukunft (Deutsche Welle)   
• In the Humanities, How Should We Define ‘Decline’ (S. Sprenger)   
• More ‘Who Needs French’ at ‘The New Republic’ (M. Bauerlein)   
• Which Languages Should Liberal Arts Be About in 2010 ?   
• Aspekte einer Didaktik der Mehrsprachigkeit   
• Anglais interdit dans les textes chinois (Le Figaro)   
• Verein für frühe Mehrsprachigkeit an Kindertageseinrichtungen und Schulen   
• The London 2012 Olympics will be held in French   
• Survey: Enrollments in Languages Other Than English...   
• Budget-Cutting Colleges Bid Some Languages Adieu (NY Times)   
• Wie sich Wissenschaftssprachen und -kulturen unterscheiden:...   
• The "Last Lingua Franca" examines English’s demise...   
• Français non plus (The Economist)   
• Prohibido utilizar palabras extranjeras en los textos en chino   
• The future of English : English as she was spoke (The Economist)   
• The Last Lingua Franca by Nicholas Ostler (The Guardian)   
• Le français, langue inutile pour les Américains? (Libération 21 déc 2010)   

4) European Year of Volunteering, a year for EOP

You might think that the EOP is a well-established administration or organisation, with offices, a 
secretariat and institutional finances. I am afraid, we will have to disillusion you! The EOP does not 
have any offices, its only structure is the Internet website whose Webmaster is a young woman 
living in Brussels who devotes half her time to it. The EOP answers to calls for projects or subscribe 
to various programs, mostly European. But it is not sufficient, the EOP needs the support of its 
members.

The EOP is an extraordinary intellectual and humane adventure in which you can take part. To do 
so, you can contact the EOP, you can support the EOP in becoming a member. Membership on: 
membership to the EOP.



4) Is English the modern Latin? 

We can often hear that English is nowadays in the same position than Latin in the past centuries.

It is surely a good argument for the promotion of English, which really needs to be promoted. At the 
risk of disappointing some, it is only a promotional argument. 

If  we  want  to  compare  the  American  hegemony  to  the  hegemony  of  the  Roman  Empire, 
undoubtedly we would say they only had in common their hegemonic character. 

However as far as Latin is concerned, we know it stayed the tongue spoken in Western Europe until 
the 7th or 8th century, that is two centuries after the disappearance of the Roman Empire and the 
fading of Latin as living language happened over a period of two to four generations. We know that 
the reason for this fading was the decline of cultural and pedagogical structures. Latin would then 
become the language of clerics and scholars. Theology, philosophy, sciences were mainly written in 
Latin until the 19th century and it was the same for the university classes until the 18 th-19th centuries. 
Nowadays,  Latin  is  still  used  in  the  field  of  law,  medicine,  religion,  pharmacology,  biology, 
zoology, etc… it is everything bar from a dead language!

It is important to underline some fundamental aspects which do not allow the comparison between 
English and Latin, except for propaganda reasons. 

  The Latin of which we talk is spoken by nobody, being the prerogative of nobody, it can 
claim to a universal statute

  Apart from Medieval Latin, Latin stayed very stable with time, which made it possible for it 
to cross centuries without fundamental transformation staying however a constant source of 
terminological renewing of European languages.

  The Latin, which we are talking about, has never been exclusive. For literature just as well 
than for sciences, it coexisted with the vernacular languages, which were the only languages 
understood by the population. Thus Descartes wrote his "Discours de la Méthode" in French 
and translated it in Latin afterwards.

Until the 18th century, the classes at the University in Germany were in Latin. Until the 19th century, 
many writers wrote in Latin, without it being an exclusive choice. Many writings were also in other 
languages in particular French and German. Until  the fifties, scientific magazines, in particular, 
mathematical  ones,  published in  several  languages.  A French article  could  be published  by an 
American or German magazine and vice-versa. 

We could read with interest the articles published by the magazines L'Archicube of December 2010 
written by Christian Houzel and Alexandre Grandazzi.

In the same magazine, Claude Hagège underlines the negative effects at the intellectual level of the 
exclusion of the other languages by English in scientific fields. 

"Saying it is necessary to publish scientifically in English is a delusion. It is kept going by a real 
cultural imperialism from across the Atlantic. Everybody knows that, in Chicago, the inventory of 
all  the  scientific  publications  systematically  leave  out  all  the  researches  written  in  any  other 
language than English. The consequence is easy to notice: bright researchers who are writing in 
their  mother  tongue will  never  be quoted and will  stay  unknown. On the  contrary,  less  bright 
researchers who absolutely want to be read everywhere will write much more conformist researches  
in English" (opus cit. p.37).

We have had a perfect illustration with the economic sciences for thirty years.

In his last book "Tous ruinés dans dix ans?" (will we all be ruined in 10 years?) (on page 157), 
Jacques Attali underlines the sectors of research in economy which have been deserted for thirty 
years, or which stayed unanswered and which today would however help get out of the crisis. The 



works seems to be directed to the sophisticated exercises of sorcerer's apprentices anxious to test the 
neoliberal  theory  in  real  life,  claiming  to  show  the  superiority  of  the  model  of  the  absolute 
sovereignty  of  the  markets.  The  present  crisis  is  also  an  intellectual  crisis,  which  cannot  be 
dissociated from the political, military and economic hegemony with its ideological and linguistic 
repercussions.  Joseph  Stieglitz  is  then  calling  for  a  reform  of  the  research  and  teaching  of 
economics in the United-States. 

Would linguistic hegemony then be bearing a major scientific risk? 

5) Research Centre of the EOP: research seminars on plurilingualism

• In partnership with the Department Études Interculturelles de Langues Appliquées, École 
doctorale 132:

Research Seminar University Paris 7 – Denis Diderot/OEP
Politiques linguistiques et  plurilinguisme

Language Policies and Plurilingualism
Next sessions: 

• 28  January  2011:  Politiques  linguistiques  et  plurilinguisme  en  Roumanie 
/Language Policies and Plurilingualism in Romania 
Marina Dumitriu (University Paris 3 - Sorbonne Nouvelle) 

• 11 February 2011: Politiques linguistiques et plurilinguisme en Grèce/Language Policies 
and 

Plurilingualism in Greece
Christos Clairis (University Paris V - René Descartes)

• 18 March 2011: Politiques linguistiques et plurilinguisme dans l’aire germanophone/
Language Policies and Plurilingualism in German-speaking countries
Eric Weider, chercheur (Suisse)  

To register and be informed

6) Announcements publications

• Program of Expolangues. We would like to pay attention to:

• Thursday 3 February at 11:30 am (EOP) 
Le besoin de langues en Europe: 

avenirs professionnels et culture - Au-delà de la lingua franca

The need for languages in Europe:

Professional futures and culture – Beyond the lingua franca 

• Thursday 3 February at 1:00 pm (CELV in collaboration with the Ministries of Foreign and 
European Affairs and of National Education, Youth and Associations)

Mieux apprendre les langues - l'appel à manifestation d'intérêt 
pour le programme d'activités 2012-2015

Better learning of languages – call for interests 

For the program of activities 2012-2015

 

• Thursday 3 February at 4pm: 
Figures de l'échange, de l'arabe au français, 

allers et retours: emprunts, interférences et traduction 
Figures of exchange, from Arabic to French



There and back: borrowings, interferences and translation
with Xavier North

General delegate for French language and languages of France (for the DGLFLF)

• Friday 4 February at 2:30 pm (Ministry of Culture and Communication - DGLFLF in 
collaboration with la Cité  nationale de l'histoire de l'immigration): 

La langue arabe en France: quelles pratiques ?

Arabic language in France: which practices?  

• Saturday 5 February at  1:00pm (ministry  of  Culture  and Communication -  DGLFLF in 
collaboration with la Cité  nationale de l'histoire de l'immigration): 

Variétés, variations de l'arabe

Types, variations of Arabic 

• To know more and register  

• L'éducation  plurilingue  et  interculturelle  comme  projet  -  Scénarios  curriculaires  pour   
l'éducation plurilingue et interculturelle, Marisa Cavalli, Daniel Coste, Alexandru Crisan, Piet-Hein 
van de Ven, European Council, 2010

• A file on plurilingualism on the website: Sorosoro - Pour que vivent les langues du monde

l La traduction comme outil nécessaire au plurilinguisme  , Astrid Guillaume - 21/01/2011 
l Plaidoyer pour le plurilinguisme des enfants issus de l’immigration  , Barbara Abdelilah-Bauer - 16/01/2011 
l Les bienfaits du plurilinguisme  , Rozenn Milin - 09/01/2011
• Journées  des  études  de  traduction   -  17  and  18  February  2011  -  Brussels,  European 
Commission, Conference Centre Charlemagne (CHAR), room Mansholt

• Grand débat sur la langue française et la francophonie   (ALF) 29 January 2011, Paris

• La compétence phonologique en français chez les locuteurs slaves  , Linguistic  Aspects and 
pedagogic methods, Jana Birova et Monika Andrejcakova, Editions de l'EOP, Paris, 2010, ISBN 
978-2-9537299-0-0

• L'infolettre  de DLF-Bruxelles-Europe N°23  :  Summary of the conference /  debate « Des 
langues  pour  gagner  des  marchés,  enjeu  économique,  enjeu  social»  held  in  Brussells  le  30 
November 2010. 
• Bilinguisme, plurilinguisme et petite enfance   (F. Couëtoux-Jungman). Interest of the taking 
into account of the linguistic context of the child in the assessment and the care of the difficulties 
early development. Published in Devenir, 2010/4 (Vol. 22), 90 pages.

• Lingua è potere  , special number of the Italian geopolitical magazine Limes

• L'Eco delle Dolomiti  , plurilingual magazine in a plurilingual region 

• Il pulcino Galileo, Galileo the chicklet, Das Küken Galileo, El pollito Galileo, Le poussin   
Galilée, story of plurilingual chicken for young children, Edizioni IL SEXTANTE, Italy, dicembre 
2010
• L'aménagement linguistique en Haïti : enjeux, défis et propositions  , reference book on the 
linguistic problematic in Haiti 

• Les Cahiers de l'ACEDLE, Volume 7, n°2   

• la Gazette européenne des langues, electronic copy Winter 2010/Spring 2011 

6) Reading again the former Newsletters of the EOP, click here
If you do not wish to receive the newsletter anymore, 

please answer this message with NO as subject.
O.E. P. - 4 rue Léon Séché F-75015 Paris, France – 

http://www.observatoireplurilinguisme.eu/ -  http://www.efm-mehrsprachigkeit.eu
-  mobile : ++33 (0)6 10 38 68 90


